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Abstract: Wavelength routed optical switching promises low power and latency networking
for data centres, but requires a wideband wavelength tuneable source (WTS) capable of sub-
nanosecond switching at every node. We propose a hybrid WTS that uses time-interleaved
tuneable lasers, each gated by a semiconductor optical amplifier, where the performance of
each device is optimised using artificial intelligence. Through simulation and experiment we
demonstrate record wavelength switch times below 900 ps across 6.05 THz (122×50 GHz) of
continuously tuneable optical bandwidth. A method for further bandwidth scaling is evaluated
and compared to alternative designs.
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1. Introduction

Data traffic within cloud data centres is forecast to grow exponentially, and demand for internet
and data centre services has further multiplied during the Covid-19 pandemic [1,2]. This growth
has led to renewed interest in optical switching for data centres, which can be used to create
scalable networks with high bandwidth and low latency. Drawing on the principles of wavelength
routed optical burst switching (WROBS) [3], many optically-switched architectures have been
proposed that use fast wavelength tuneable sources (WTSs) to transmit data through a wavelength
routed fabric [4–12]. The WTS can be used to create highly dynamic optical circuit switching
connections, permitting flat, all-optical, fixed-latency, power-efficient networking. The number
of wavelength channels supported by the WTS can determine network scalability and bandwidth
per channel. Architectures often require full C-band WTSs (∼100 wavelengths with 50 GHz
spacing) [5,6,8,9,12], or even support for the S- and L-bands [4,9]. Similarly, the bandwidth
of passive star networks continuously improves with WTS channel count [7,11]. We note that
wavelength routed networks are often designed around the constraint of a limited number of
wavelengths, indicating the importance of bandwidth-scalable WTSs. Furthermore, the WTS
reconfiguration time sets the bandwidth granularity of the wavelength routed network. Real
data centre traffic is dominated by bursty, destination diverse packets that persist for tens of
nanoseconds; sub-ns switching has, therefore, been determined a necessity for fine-granularity
scheduling and to maintain network throughputs above 95% [5,11,13,14].

However, a full C-band WTS capable of sub-ns switching has not previously been demonstrated.
Tuneable lasers (TLs) based on distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) gratings are space and power
efficient but require exact current control and take several ns to switch, even when optimised
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[15,16]. An electro-optic laser demonstrated sub-ns 10:90% rise times, but required ∼2 ns for
complete 90:90% wavelength switching, and supported <20 nm of tuneable bandwidth [17].

Disaggregated WTSs have also been proposed and select static wavelength sources using
on/off optical gates. For example, an array of laser diodes (LDs) can be individually gated using
semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs), providing sub-ns rise times [13]. A similar approach
used an optical comb source, where each wavelength was filtered using an arrayed waveguide
grating (AWG) and then gated by an SOA [18]. Though fast, disaggregated WTSs scale linearly
with channel count; this makes their required power and defect-free fabrication area impractical
for scaling to hundreds of channels. In addition, SOAs and their associated drive systems exhibit
an oscillatory response after a switch event, such that few-ns guard zones were still required
between each wavelength-to-wavelength switching event.

Hybrid designs combine the best features of TLs and disaggregated sources. An example is a
duplex transmitter, composed of two time-interleaved tuneable lasers gated by an electro-optic
switch [19]. In this scheme the laser tuning time determines the minimum dwell time on each
wavelength; this decides the minimum packet burst size. An early integrated demonstration
achieved 60 ps switching between 6 wavelength channels, though with 30 ms dwell times [20]. A
more recent demonstration targeted 70 channels and 45 ns dwell times using DBR lasers and
SOAs as optical gates [21]. However, the unpredictable switching response of the DBR lasers
(25 to 90 ns) resulted in over 25% of switching events exceeding the permitted dwell time, such
that the complete WTS supported just 53 channels. Furthermore, the non-ideal response of the
SOAs limited 10:90% rise times to 9 ns and 90:90% wavelength switch times to 13 ns, with
significant intensity fluctuations throughout each dwell period. Idealising the response of each
optical component is, therefore, a key challenge in constructing hybrid WTSs appropriate for data
centre networks. A summary of the reported rise times, wavelength switch times, and channel
counts of few-ns WTS demonstrations are shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Summary of ns and sub-ns WTS demonstrations, comparing switch time against
number of supported 50 GHz spaced channels. 10:90% intensity rise times are shown faded,
while 90:90% wavelength switch times are solid [13,15–18,20–23].

In this work, we propose a hybrid WTS that is capable of wideband, sub-nanosecond switching.
The hybrid WTS contains multiple optical components, the performance of which are idealised
through artificial intelligence (AI) methods. These methods require no prior device knowledge,
and ensure fast and stable wavelength and power switching for every WTS deployed throughout a
wavelength routed data centre. Moreover, the hybrid WTS is shown to be bandwidth scalable,
alleviating the long-held constraint of finite wavelength count in wavelength routed architectures.
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We experimentally demonstrate the AI-optimised hybrid WTS switching over 6.05 THz of
continuous bandwidth with 90:90% wavelength switching times of 900 ps and below. Our
design scales well in terms of on-chip area, yield, and implementation practicality, and, therefore,
represents the first demonstration of bandwidth scalable, sub-nanosecond wavelength switching.

2. Operational principle

The principle of the hybrid WTS is shown in Fig. 2(a). Two fast tuneable lasers (TLs) are driven
out of phase, such that one is lasing while the other is tuning. Each TL is optically gated by an
SOA that absorbs the spurious laser output during tuning and amplifies the steady-state operation.
The SOA outputs are then time-interleaved, providing sub-ns wavelength switching across the
full TL bandwidth. To give the TLs time to prepare, wavelength requirements must be known at
least one burst in advance of transmission.

Fig. 2. (a) Operational principle of the hybrid WTS. (b) Principle of bandwidth scaling.
Devices operating in different communication bands are multiplexed using an MMI coupler.
To minimise loss, off-chip thin film multiplexers could also be used.

The shortest dwell time that can be supported by the hybrid WTS is determined by the
worst-case TL tuning time; this is because the first laser must hold steady until the second has
finished tuning. The wavelength switch time of the hybrid WTS is set by the rise time, fall time
and alignment of the SOAs, determining the minimum inter-packet gap. Here, we measure
the wavelength switch time as the 90:90% intensity transition time between wavelengths. To
illustrate the timing requirements of different network traffic combinations, the dwell times and
wavelength switch times supported by the hybrid WTS are shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b), respectively,
for a range of line rates and data packet sizes. The results show that our AI-optimised system
demonstration allows the hybrid WTS to support a wide variety of line rates with realistic packet
sizes. Examples of potential network traffic demands are overlaid as markers. These include
existing (Ethernet) and proposed (Stardust) inter-rack data centre traffic, but also GPU clusters for
machine learning, as well as high speed memory transfer from solid state devices. More details
on these traffic types can be found in Appendix A. This highlights the wide potential impact of
the hybrid WTS, which can support the networking requirements of data centre racks, machine
learning clusters, and even resource disaggregation in ambitious next-generation designs.

To scale the optical bandwidth of the hybrid WTS, TLs and SOAs operating in other
communication bands (C,S,L) can be included, as shown in Fig. 2(b). This permits individual
components to be optimised for their unique communication bands, offering greater combined
bandwidth and lasing quality than that achievable using single devices [24]. Multiplexing can be
achieved using a wideband multimode interference coupler (MMI) coupler [25]. The inherent
gain of the SOAs, serving as fast optical gates, compensates for the optical loss of the MMI
coupler. This design permits N : 1 multiplexing with reduced integration area, complexity, and
optical loss compared to the electro-optic gates applied in previous hybrid sources [19,20].

As just four active devices are needed for each band, the hybrid WTS can offer greater practical
bandwidth scalability than alternative sub-ns WTSs. To quantify this, the on-chip area and yields
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of three sub-ns WTS designs were modelled and compared. The comparison WTSs were selected
on the criteria that they have been shown to switch in under 1 ns, that they are (in principle) able
to continuously increase the supported channel count. The first WTS, shown in Fig. 4(a), is an
array of laser diodes each gated by an SOA, which are multiplexed using an AWG as proposed in
[13]. The second WTS is shown in Fig. 4(b). The individual comb lines of an integrated comb
source are separated using an AWG, selected for using an SOA array, then recombined using a
second AWG; see [18]. Here the comb source is assumed to be composed of a seed laser and
microring resonator, as described in [26], followed by a low-noise, high-gain booster SOA, as
described in [27]. The scaling principle of the hybrid WTS is shown in Fig. 4(c). Note that, in
contrast to the designs shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b), the hybrid WTS can be multiplexed using an
MMI coupler for maximum chip-space efficiency. This is because the SOA gain can compensate
for the loss of the low order coupler (joining 2-6 devices). However, a coarse thin-film filter
could also be used multiplex each communication band off-chip, reducing excess loss to <1 dB
[28]. We note that these three WTS designs are in consideration by major data centre operators
for deployment in wavelength routed hyperscale networks [12].

Fig. 3. (a) Required wavelength dwell time for different packet sizes at varying line rates.
(b) Wavelength switch time for different packet sizes at varying line rates, allowing a 5%
overhead. This system demo supports packets and line rates above the dotted lines.

Fig. 4. Principle of channel scaling for three sub-ns WTSs. (a) An array of laser diodes
(LD) gated by SOAs [13]. (b) An integrated comb source (seed laser, microring resonator
and booster SOA) gated by SOAs [18]. (c) The proposed hybrid WTS, composed of 2 TLs
and 2 SOAs per transmission window.
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The device sizes used for each component when fabricated in indium phosphide (InP) are given
in Table 1. These are as reported in the referenced publication, or measured from the published
images and scale bars. It should be noted that the passive components considered in this model
could potentially be fabricated in silicon to benefit from the higher refractive index contrast and
mature fabrication platforms, reducing component footprint and defect rate. These could then be
co-integrated with the optically-active InP components using III-V heterogeneous integration
techniques [29–31]. In this work, analysis was restricted to the case where all components are
fabricated monolithically in InP for ease of evaluation. The modeled WTS areas are given in
Fig. 5(a). The hybrid WTS is observed to scale as a staircase function with the greatest area
efficiency, and is always the most space efficient design.

Table 1. On-chip area occupied by different integrated InP devices.

Device Area (mm2) Ref. Device Area (mm2) Ref.

Laser diode 0.04 [32] Booster SOA 6.3×10−3 [27]

Switching SOA 0.12 [13] AWG 6.27 [13]

Microring resonator 0.38 [26] Tuneable laser 0.98 [33]

Seed laser 0.05 [26] MMI coupler 3.9×10−3 [34]

Fig. 5. Comparison of the integration area required to scale three sub-ns WTS designs,
assuming ideal device packing and device areas given in Table 1.

Greater space efficiency permits (1) more complete devices per wafer, decreasing the cost-
per-device, and (2) reduces the probability of encountering a major fabrication error, increasing
device yield. This can be quantified using a Murphy’s yield model for so called ‘killer’ random
fabrication defects, such that the device yield is given by Yr = [(1− exp(−AD))/AD]2, where A is
the device area and D is the defect rate per unit area [35]. Yr was calculated for each of the WTS
designs under consideration using the device areas calculated in Fig. 5(a). A state-of-the-art killer
defect density for indium phosphide of 1 cm−2 was assumed [35]. The resulting yield vs WTS
channel count is presented in Fig. 5(b). The yield of the WTS designs shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b)
decreases quickly, such that the full C+L+S band devices have modeled yields of ∼ 53%. In
practice, lower yields are expected, as the assumption of ideal-packing weakens as the component
count increases. In contrast, the hybrid WTS has a yield of 94% for the same channel count.
Furthermore, the assumption of ideal device packing is more accurate, as the C+L+S band hybrid
WTS uses just 12 active devices and, therefore, the absolute impact of requiring additional space
per device is low. Overall, the yield model shows that the hybrid WTS offers superior scalability
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compared to the digital WTS designs, and is, therefore, the most practical design for widescale
data centre integration and deployment.

3. Tuneable laser simulation

The unreliable wavelength tuning speed of wideband DBR lasers has been identified as a
key challenge in constructing a hybrid WTS suitable for packet-timescale switching. Fast
wavelength reconfiguration can be achieved by applying pre-emphasis to the drive sections of an
integrated semiconductor laser, overshooting the target current values to accelerate the charge
carrier settling time [36]. Previously we have demonstrated a regression optimiser that can
autonomously calculate the pre-emphasis values required for reliable wavelength switching in a
digital supermode DBR (DS-DBR) laser [16]. In this work, we present a finite difference time
domain model of the DS-DBR laser to give physical insight to the operation of the optimiser. The
model applies a simplified transfer matrix approach to simulate the frequency and time domain
response of the laser over tens of nanoseconds when driven with time-varying injection currents.
An illustration of the DS-DBR laser is shown in Fig. 6. An eight-section chirped front grating
coarsely tunes over ∼ 48 nm of bandwidth in ∼ 7 nm steps, while the rear and phase sections
provide fine tuning.

Fig. 6. Illustration of the DS-DBR laser. Fast synchronous arbitrary current sources can be
applied to the front, rear and phase sections to achieve fast tuning. Pre-emphasis can be used
to modify the drive signals to idealise wavelength tuning time.

3.1. Frequency domain model

The number of charge carriers within a semiconductor laser section is described by the laser rate
equation, given by

dN
dt
=

I
qV

− AN − BN2 − CN3, (1)

where N is the carrier density, I is the applied current, q is the fundamental electron charge,
V is the section volume, and A, B and C are constants that scale the linear recombination rate,
bimolecular radiation rate, and Auger rate, respectively [37]. Here, we apply Eq. (1) to model
the carrier density in each of the DBR gratings in the DS-DBR laser. The Bragg wavelength of
each laser tuning section is given by λBragg = 2Λneff , where Λ is the grating pitch period and
neff is the effective refractive index across the grating [37]. Fast wavelength tuning over tens
of nanoseconds is principally achieved via the plasma effect; thermal effects acting on longer
timescales are considered in Appendix C. When tuning using the plasma effect, it can be shown
that neff decreases linearly with N [38], such that the change in laser frequency in section ‘sec’,
dfsec, (where ‘sec’ is one of ‘front’, ‘rear’ or ‘phase’) can be modelled as

dfsec
dN
=
∆λmax,secc
λ 2

c
·

1
Nmax,sec

, (2)

where ∆λmax,sec is the maximum possible change in wavelength in section ‘sec’, c is the speed
of light, λc is the central reference wavelength, and Nmax,sec is the maximum carrier density
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allowed by the laser section. N = Nmax,sec can be calculated for each laser section by applying
the maximum permitted current injection for that section, Imax,sec, to Eq. (1) and numerically
solving for N.

The DS-DBR laser uses a seven-peak frequency comb reflector in the rear section to achieve
wideband tuning [33]. Here, the rear section frequency transfer function is modelled by adapting
the equation for the electric field given in [39], such that

Hrear(f , dfrear) = exp
[︂
−

(︂ f − dfrear
2σ

)︂2p]︂ h∑︂
hi=1

cos
(︃
2πhifFSR,rear(f − dfrear)

)︃2
, (3)

where f is the frequency to be characterised and dfrear is the frequency shift applied to the rear
section as calculated by Eq. (2). In Eq. (3), the summed cosine describes a frequency comb,
where h is the number of harmonics and fFSR,rear is the free spectral range of the comb lines, set
equal to 1/∆λmax,rear. The exponential term is a super Gaussian that serves as a top-hat filter for
the frequency comb, where σ is the standard deviation and p is the order. σ specifies the width
of the passband, defined as

σ =
k + 1

2
·

fFSR,rear

2
√

2 ln 2
, (4)

where k is the number of comb lines inside the passband. The parameters h, ∆λmax,sec, p and k
are set to match experimentally reported values, and are given in Appendix B.

To select one of the seven rear section frequency comb lines, the DS-DBR laser uses a chirped
front grating composed of eight DBR sections that can combine to create seven enhanced
reflectance peaks. The corresponding transfer function, Hfront, can be modelled as eight
neighbouring Gaussian frequency windows, such that

Hfront(f , dffront) =

(︄ S/2∑︂
s=−S/2

exp
[︂
−

(︂ f − dffront,s − sfFSR,rear

2σ

)︂2]︂ )︄2

, (5)

where S is the number of front sections, dffront describes the frequency shifts applied to each
front section, and dffront,s is the frequency shift applied specifically to front section s, calculated
from Eq. (2). σ is again described by Eq. (4), though with k = 1. This approach permits a front
section grating to be tuned via carrier injection until its reflectivity spectrum fully overlaps with
that of its neighbouring front section, creating a enhanced reflectivity peak. The enhanced peak
selects for one of the rear reflector peaks, permitting a single laser mode to dominate [33].

Together, Eq. (3) and Eq. (5) select for one of the longitudinal modes that the laser supports;
this is fine tuned using the laser phase grating. The longitudinal transfer function is, therefore,
given by

Hlong(f , dfphase) = cos
(︃
2πfFSR,long(f − dfphase)

)︃2
, (6)

where fFSR,long is the longitudinal mode spacing, given as 1/∆λmax,long, and dfphase is the tuning
applied by the laser phase section, calculated using Eq. (2). Having established the transfer
functions for the laser rear section, front section and longitudinal modes, the full description of
the supported frequencies of the DS-DBR laser is given by

Hlaser(f , dfrear, dffront, dfphase) = Hrear(f , dfrear) · Hfront(f , dffront) · Hlong(f , dfphase), (7)

where it is assumed that the frequency with the highest amplitude in Hlaser dominates.
To test the model, a simulated tuning map was generated in MATLAB by calculating Hlaser for

a range of injection currents. The injection currents for the rear, front and phase laser sections
were varied from 0 mA up to their maximum current thresholds in increments of ∆I. For each
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combination of injection currents, dfrear, dffront and dfphase were calculated, and then Hlaser was
evaluated for f centered at 1550 nm (193.41 THz) spanning 8.9 THz of bandwidth over 4096
frequency increments, giving a frequency resolution of 2.2 GHz. The key parameters used within
this model are given in Appendix B, and are sourced from the reported results in [33,39,40].

The resulting tuning map is shown in Fig. 7(a). An experimental tuning map is shown in
Fig. 7(b). The first 122×50 GHz spaced frequency channels are labelled on both maps as crosses.
The maps show good agreement, following the same general shape and featuring a higher density
of 50 GHz channels at lower rear section currents. Exact channel positions will be unique to each
real laser based on its manufacturing, packaging, temperature and age. This result demonstrates
the model can accurately translate laser section injection currents into dominant laser frequency.

Fig. 7. (a) Simulated, and (b) experimental DS-DBR laser tuning maps.

3.2. Time domain model

The temporal dependence of laser frequency in response to time-varying injection currents can
be modelled by numerically solving the laser rate equation. To achieve this, a step-change in
injection current was considered within all 10 (8 front, phase, and rear) DS-DBR laser sections.
The injection currents were considered to be applied by a digital to analogue converter (DAC)
with 10 channels, Nch, each of sample rate Fs,DAC, applied over Ns,DAC discrete samples. The
injection currents are described by the matrix x with dimensions Nch × Ns,DAC. x is populated
such that

x(i, j) =
{︄

xi,initial for j<Ns,switch

xi,final for j ≥ Ns,switch,
(8)

where xi,initial is the initial current applied by each DAC channel, xi,final is the corresponding final
current, i indexes the DAC channels from 1 to Nch, Ns,switch is the sample on which the step
change occurs, and j indexes the samples from 1 to Ns,DAC.

The carrier densities in each laser section are described by the matrix N, with dimensions
Nch × m · Ns,DAC, where m is an integer oversampling factor to be discussed shortly. The initial
carrier densities in each section i were considered to be steady state values, and were calculated
directly from xi,initial using Eq. (1). The evolution of N over time was simulated by numerically
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solving Eq. (1) using Euler’s method, such that

N(i, jm + 1) = N(i, jm) +
1
m
∆N(i), (9)

where jm is the oversampled sample index, counting from 1 to m · Ns,DAC, and ∆N(i) is Eq. (1)
evaluated for a discrete simulation step in laser section i. Equation (9) shows that the oversample
rate m determines the simulation step size, such that larger values of m result in more accurate
approximations of N. By solving Eq. (9) for all values of jm across all laser sections i, the
full progression of N over time was found. Finally, the instantaneous laser frequency was then
calculated at every time sample jm using the frequency domain model given in section 3.1.

3.3. Drive current optimisation

An AI-optimiser was implemented to automatically calculate the multi-sample (overshoot and
stability correction) pre-emphasis weights required for fast and reliable wavelength switching
[16]. This method uses the laser frequency offset as the error term within a regression optimiser
to iteratively update the applied pre-emphasis weights. The measured error at each time sample
was integrated into a bin that matches the time window over which Ns,DAC was applied (1/Fs,DAC).
This method allowed individual pre-emphasis weights to push past positions of local minima
where changes to an individual sample weight resulted in an increase in the summed error across
the switching event. The final pre-emphasis sample weights can then be saved in a lookup table
with the laser to recall the optimised switching response. The effect of pre-emphasis on the
laser drive signals is illustrated in Fig. 6. This optimisation method brings the most benefit to
many-section lasers with complex tuning maps like the DS-DBR laser considered in this work,
but can in principle be used with any semiconductor tuneable laser to automate the calculation of
the pre-emphasis sample weights required for fast and stable switching.

To demonstrate the operational principle, the DS-DBR laser model was set to simulate a
decreasing current step-change of 50 mA to 1 mA in the rear section. This is shown as the
‘initial’ case in Fig. 8(a). The evolution of carrier density over time, solved numerically using
Eq. (9), is shown in Fig. 8(b). The carrier density is observed to exponentially decay towards the
steady-state value. The time-evolution of the laser frequency, determined at each time instance by
N, is shown in Fig. 8(c). The laser frequency tracks the carrier density nonlinearly as the cavity
adopts discrete frequency modes. In this case, the carrier density and laser frequency take 39.25
ns to reach their steady state values; this is typical of tuneable lasers driven with unoptimised
step currents [7,21].

The regression optimiser was then applied to the laser model and the simulation repeated.
The number of sample weights to be optimised was set to K = 4. The converged value for
the optimised driving currents is shown as the ‘final’ case in Fig. 8(a). It is observed that the
optimiser applied pre-emphasis to the first two samples after the switch, overshooting the target
steady-state currents. A small corrective counter weight is also present on the third sample, while
the fourth sample was left unchanged. The overall effect of the pre-emphasis was to accelerate
the rise time and stability of the carrier density within the laser section, as shown within Fig. 8(b).
Note that, although the optimiser does not have knowledge of the carrier density, it is still able to
push this towards an ideal position. The resulting laser frequency offset is shown in Fig. 8(c),
with the error feedback bins labelled. The optimiser has reduced the wavelength switch time of
the laser from 39.25 ns to 9.5 ns after 256 updates. The improvement in the overall error (the
absolute difference between the ideal frequency step and the final laser switch shown in Fig. 8(c))
is shown in Fig. 8(d). The bin-based feedback method is observed to have successfully pushed
passed positions of local minima achieve an improved overall response.

To understand the aggregate performance of the optimiser and the laser response, the simulation
procedure shown in Fig. 8(a) to (d) was repeated for 100 wavelength switching events. The data
is presented alongside the experimental results in section 4.2.
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Fig. 8. Time domain simulation of a DS-DBR laser responding to a falling step in rear
injection current, before and after regression optimisation. (a) Laser rear section injection
current. (b) Carrier density inside the rear section. (c) Instantaneous laser frequency,
measured as the frequency offset from the target frequency. B1-4 indicate the bins over
which error is integrated for feedback. (d) Absolute error between the laser frequency offset
and the ideal frequency step change shown in (c).

4. Experimental demonstration

4.1. Setup

The setup used to demonstrate the hybrid WTS is shown in Fig. 9. A pair of commercial
DS-DBR lasers [33] were driven by 250 MS/s 12-bit DACs with 125 MHz bandwidth. A
pair of digital-select analogue-route electrical multiplexers were used to reduce the number of
DAC channels required to drive each laser from 10 to 4, as described in [16]. The output of
each laser was connected to an off-the-shelf SOA, supporting 69 nm of bandwidth with typical
characteristics of 7 dB noise figure, 20 dB gain, and 10 dBm saturation power. Each SOA was
biased at 45 mA using a low noise ILX Lightwave current source and a bias tee. The biased
current was modulated through the RF input of the bias tee using a 12 GS/s DAC with 4.8 GHz
bandwidth and ±1 V output, amplified to ±4 V using a 12 GHz RF amplifier with 18 dB gain,
saturation power of 22 dBm, and noise figure of 6 dB. This arrangement permitted the SOA
to be switched between −30 mA ‘off’ states and +120 mA ‘on’ states. The SOA outputs were
coupled together and passed to a digital coherent receiver, sampling at 50 GS/s with 22 GHz
bandwidth. This was used to measure the frequency offset and provide optimisation feedback
to the DS-DBR lasers. A digital sampling oscilloscope (DSO), sampling at 50 GS/s with 30
GHz bandwidth, was used to measure the hybrid WTS output intensity, providing optimisation
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feedback to the SOAs. This setup was used so that the DS-DBR laser and SOA optimisation
routines could be run concurrently; in practice only the coherent receiver is required, where the
intensity information can be recovered through the sum-of-squares of the coherent beat signals.

Fig. 9. Experimental setup. Feedback is provided by the coherent receiver and the digital
sampling oscilloscope (DSO) to optimise the DS-DBR laser and SOA response.

4.2. Tuneable laser optimisation

The 250 MS/s DACs were set to drive one of the DS-DBR lasers with initially-square 5 MHz
waveforms, producing dwell times of 100 ns dwell on each wavelength. Extending on our previous
work [16], a fine-frequency correction procedure was applied to the laser phase section prior
to pre-emphasis calculation to improve frequency accuracy. The procedure applied a one-tap
LMS updater to the phase section drive current in order to minimise the average frequency offset
measured after 50 ns. This shifts the target current of the laser phase section, as illustrated in
Fig. 6. The regression optimiser demonstrated in section 3.3 was then applied to accelerate the
laser wavelength switch and stability time.

The regression optimiser with fine-phase correction was applied to 330 wavelength switching
events, testing the extremes of lasing bandwidth (1524.11-1572.48 nm, 6.05 THz), drive current
(0-48 mA), and all lasing sections. The frequency offset over time for three example optimised
wavelength switching events are shown in Fig. 10(a), measured using the coherent receiver. For
each event, the DS-DBR laser enters the receiver bandwidth after ∼ 7 ns and settles to within ±1
GHz over the following tens of nanoseconds. The extremities of the frequency offset at all time
positions for all measured wavelength switching events are indicated by the shaded profile. The
profile shows that all the wavelength switching events have been brought within ±5 GHz of their
targets before the 20 to 40 ns time window used by the hybrid WTS. The cumulative distribution
of the time taken for all wavelength switch events to reach ±5 GHz of their target wavelengths is
given in Fig. 10(b). The optimiser has successfully reduced the worst case tuning time from 78
ns to 14.7 ns, comfortably within the 20 ns target for hybrid WTS. The distribution of frequency
offsets 20 and 40 ns after the laser switch is shown in Fig. 10(c). We report a worst-case offset of
−4.6 GHz after 20 ns, which settles to within ±2 GHz after 40 ns. Comparison with our laser
simulation suggests that these results are limited by the sample rate and bandwidth of the DACs,
and that frequency offset convergence to within ±1 GHz is possible in under 10 ns if the DAC
bandwidth is not limited. Despite this, our achieved results indicate that the WTS is potentially
suitable for burst mode coherent detection, as 28 GBd dual-polarisation quadrature phase shift
keying is tolerant of frequency offsets up to ±7 GHz [41]. This is also sufficiently accurate for
wavelength locking techniques to maintain frequency accuracy long after the initial wavelength
switch event, see Appendix C for details. It should be noted that the recovery of higher-order
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quadrature amplitude modulation formats is challenging for DS-DBR lasers due to their high
intrinsic linewidth of ∼ 1 MHz which is effectively increased during fast switching operation [42].
This can be corrected for (along with residual frequency offset) using feed-forward compensation
techniques [43,44].

Fig. 10. Experimental performance of the optimised DS-DBR laser. (a) Frequency offset
over time for all measured wavelength switch events. (b) Cumulative distribution of the
time taken for to reach ±5 GHz of the target wavelength. (c) Histogram of the instantaneous
frequency offset after optimisation, 20 and 40 ns after the start of each wavelength switch
event.

To examine the pre-emphasis requirements, 100 wavelength switching events were simulated
and optimised for a range of increasing and decreasing rear currents using the process described
in section 3.3. The simulated and experimental pre-emphasis sample weights for increasing rear
current steps are shown in Fig. 11(a) and (b), respectively. The results show good qualitative
agreement, applying significant pre-emphasis to the first sample and second sample that decreases
as the rear current step increases. The simulated and experimental results for decreasing rear
current steps are shown in Fig. 11(c) and (d), respectively. Again, good qualitative agreement is
observed, with sample weight decreasing as the magnitude of the step change increases. The
experimental results of sample 2 in Fig. 11(d) are larger than simulated, indicating the carrier
lifetime of this laser is slightly higher than modelled. However, the regression procedure has
successfully found the required values, reflecting the importance of switch-specific optimisation.
Figure 11(d) also shows that the optimiser has used sample 3 to help stabilise the experimental
switch events for changes in rear current of >30 mA; this has been excluded from the simulated
results where values close to zero were calculated. Overall, we note that the decreasing sample
weights are lower than their increasing counterparts; this is explained by Eq. (2) which shows that
the negative terms help accelerate decreasing current swings, but act against increasing current
steps. All of the presented results show a progression but are not explicitly predictable, and in
some cases no pre-emphasis is required at all. This is reflective of the complex interaction of the
packaging, multiple laser sections and common grounding plane, and highlights the importance
of flexible and reliable AI-optimisation.

The size of the lookup table needed to save the pre-emphasis values required for fast laser
tuning can be estimated using the above results. We found that increasing current steps required
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2 pre-emphasis sample weights for the rear section, 4 for the phase section, and 1 sample for the
long-term phase current to ensure frequency accuracy, such that increasing current steps required
7 samples. The decreasing current steps required 3 sample weights for the rear section, 4 for
the phase section, and 1 sample for the long-term phase current, totalling 8 samples. Assuming
12-bit values as used in this experiment, each fast tuneable laser requires(︂121 · 122

2
combinations

)︂
× (7 + 8 samples) × (12-bits)/(8-bits per Byte) = 166 kB,

such that the two-laser Hybrid WTS demonstrated in this paper requires a 332 kB lookup table.
This could be stored in the flash memory that is already included with tuneable lasers, where the
injection currents required for each wavelength channel are saved. In our tests, the saved pre-
emphasis values remained valid for the duration of the experimental testing (∼ 4 weeks) so long
as the device temperature was maintained by a temperature controller. Pre-emphasis calculation
could, therefore, be performed by the manufacturer prior to deployment, and periodically updated
within the network (to account for e.g. device aging) using shared optical monitoring equipment.

Fig. 11. Simulated (a)/(c) and Experimental (b)/(c) pre-emphasis sample weights for
increasing/decreasing changes in rear current. The third tap in (c) was always set close to
zero so is excluded for clarity.

4.3. SOA optimisation

The SOA driving signals must also be individually optimised to overcome the intrinsic oscillatory
impulse response of the SOA and approach the theoretical rise/fall times of ∼100 ps. Even if
pre-emphasis overshoot is applied to the SOA driving signal [45], the switch settling time (the
time taken for the SOA to settle to within ±5% of its target intensity) can still take several ns. To
demonstrate this, SOA 1 in Fig. 9 was driven with a simple step function, shown in Fig. 12(a).
The intensity response of the SOA, measured using the DSO, is shown in Fig. 12(b). The 10-90%
rise time was measured as 694 ps, but the ±5% settling time was 4.5 ns. This non-ideal SOA
gating can delay the sub-ns wavelength switching response needed by the hybrid WTS.
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To solve this, we applied particle swarm optimisation (PSO) to achieve automated, sub-ns
switch settling times. PSO is a population-based metaheuristic that combines swarm theory with
evolutionary programming to optimise continuous nonlinear functions. A detailed simulated and
experimental investigation of the application of PSO, and other AI-optimisation methods, for
SOA optimisation can be found in [46]. n = 160 particles (driving signals) were initialised in
an m = 240 (number of samples) hyperdimensional search space. Each particle was iteratively
‘flown’ through the space by evaluating that particle’s position with a fitness function f . f is
defined as the mean squared error between the optical output generated by a given drive signal,
measured on the DSO, and an ideal target set point (SP). Figure 12(a) shows the PSO drive
signal, which now features overshoot and stability correction throughout the waveform. The
resulting PSO optimised SOA response is shown in Fig. 12(b). The 10-90% rise time was
reduced to 454 ps while the ±5% settling time was achieved in just 547 ps; this represents a
near order-of-magnitude improvement. We note the PSO signal has introduced some small
oscillations to the SOA ‘on’ state; this is expected behaviour caused by the intrinsic response
of the SOA and has been estimated to increase the effective noise figure by 8% [46]. Despite
this, the SOA is now able to approach an ideal step response, providing superior optical gating
and enabling sub-ns wavelength switching for the hybrid WTS. Furthermore, the PSO routine
requires no prior knowledge of the SOA, providing a flexible, automated and practical method
for optimising SOA gating. Comparison with simulation results in [46] suggests that the 12
GS/s, 4.8 GHz DAC used to drive the SOAs in this work exceeds the specifications required to
achieve idealised sub-ns gating. Future work will investigate the minimum specifications needed
to achieve the same result.

Fig. 12. (a) SOA drive signals using a step function and a waveform optimised using
particle swarm optimisation (PSO). (b) Experimental comparison of the SOA response to
the step function drive signal, and the PSO drive signal, which was optimised to approach
the ideal set point (SP) performance.

4.4. Demonstration of the hybrid WTS

After component optimisation, the operation of the complete hybrid WTS was characterised.
The DS-DBR lasers were driven out of phase with 12.5 MHz regression-optimised signals,
resulting in dwell times of at least 25 ns on each wavelength. The SOAs were driven by 25 MHz
PSO-optimised signals, resulting in 20 ns gates, and aligned to block the first 15 ns and last 5 ns
of each laser switching event. Figure 13(a) shows the DSO output for one of the most difficult
switching instances, where DS-DBR laser 1 switched from 1572.48 nm to 1524.11 nm, incurring
a large rear current swing of 45 mA. Note the rectangular leading edge of DS-DBR 1+ SOA 1,
especially compared to SOA 2 which has been left un-optimised for comparison. Packet-to-packet
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power variations are due to variations in laser wavelength power, and are visible here because the
SOAs were not driven to saturation in order to improve the extinction ratio. For the 22 wavelength
channels tested in this work, the hybrid WTS had a mean instantaneous wavelength power of 2.8
dBm, maximum 4.6 dBm (at 1566.31 nm) and minimum 0.8 dBm (at 1572.48 nm). The mean
extinction ratio was measured as 20.5 dB (best 22.9 dB, worst 17.1 dB) where the worst case
result also occurred at 1572.48 nm. These measurements were limited by the noise floor of our
DSO; in principle SOA gating can achieve extinction ratios in excess of 60 dB [47]. To achieve
constant output power and high extinction ratios simultaneously, the SOA input power should be
limited and the SOAs driven to extinction. In this case the hybrid WTS should approach its ideal
output power of 7 dBm for all wavelengths, which is set by the saturation power of the SOAs
minus the loss associated with the 2:1 optical coupler.

The wavelength switch time of the hybrid WTS is determined by a combination of the rise
time, fall time, and alignment of SOA 1 and SOA 2 while gating. To assess the wavelength
switch time of our demonstration system, four wavelength transitions are shown in more detail in
Fig. 13(b) with their 90-90% intensity transition times overlaid. All these transitions are below
900 ps, indicating that, thanks to the PSO-optimised SOA gating, our system supports sub-ns
wavelength switching. As the SOA operation is independent of the laser tuning, these wavelength
switch times are consistent across all wavelength reconfiguration combinations.

Fig. 13. (a) Output intensity of the hybrid WTS. SOA 1 is driven with a PSO signal. For
comparison, SOA 2 has been left unoptimised. (b) Detailed view of the intensity transitions
of each SOA. 90-90% wavelength switch times are overlaid.

To measure the underlying laser operation, the output of the coherent receiver for four
wavelength slots, both with and without SOA gating, is shown in Fig. 14. The high ±25 GHz
frequency deviations of both lasers are observed to be fully suppressed by the SOAs, such that the
gated outputs are always within ±5 GHz of their target values. The observed frequency ripples
are a result of the low sample rate of the 250 MS/s DAC used in this experiment. The DAC
introduces Fourier components to the driving signal creating oscillations in the laser injection
currents and the resulting lasing frequency.

Having established the principal characteristics of the hybrid WTS, all of the 22 channels under
test were measured, in groups of four, while undergoing sub-ns gated wavelength switching. The
optical spectra for all 22 channels are shown in Fig. 15, as measured using the optical spectrum
analyser with a resolution of 0.1 nm. The sidemode suppression ratio (SMSR) was measured
for each group of four wavelengths, giving a mean result of 38.9 dB (best 41.0 dB, worst 36.8
dB). All the collected spectra were then added together (giving the image in Fig. 15) to measure
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Fig. 14. Instantaneous frequency offset data of the hybrid WTS without (faint) and with
(bold) SOA gating. All lasers are within ±5 GHz of their target when gated open.

the worst-case broadband mode suppression ratio of 35.7 dB. This gives an idea of the expected
mode suppression when operating many hybrid WTSs on the same optical network.

Fig. 15. Spectra of all 22 channels under test undergoing ultra-fast gated switching. The
continuously tuneable subsystem is able to support 122×50 GHz channels.

5. Conclusion

We have proposed an AI-optimised, hybrid wavelength tuneable source (WTS) composed of
time-interleaved tuneable lasers, each gated by an SOA. The design allows for bandwidth-scalable
sub-ns wavelength switching with superior on-chip space efficiency compared to alternative
WTS designs. By optimising the driving signals of two tuneable lasers and two SOAs, we
have experimentally achieved record performance, demonstrating <900 ps wavelength switching
across 6.05 THz (122 × 50 GHz) of continuously tuneable bandwidth. Our demonstration
system supports wavelength dwell times of 20 ns and greater, suitable for fine-granularity,
destination-diverse, packet-switched networking. This result shows the hybrid WTS outperforms
the channel count of the previously published sub-ns WTS by a factor of ×6.4 [13], and the speed
of the previously published wideband WTS by ×10.8 [16]. The AI-methods proposed here are
autonomous and require no prior device knowledge, providing a practical method of guaranteeing
the performance of every component within every WTS required within a wavelength routed
optical burst switching system. The hybrid WTS can scale to hundreds of wavelength channels,
accommodating for the high bandwidth per channel and intraconnectivity of hyperscale cloud
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data centres, and is the first demonstration of bandwidth-scalable, sub-nanosecond wavelength
switching.

Appendix A

Examples of potential line rates and data packet sizes of different types of network traffic were
presented in Fig. 3. Here, justifications for these values are given. WTS dwell times are set to
match data burst times, which are calculated based on transfer size and line rate. The wavelength
switch time is set as 5% of the dwell time.

Ethernet data centre traffic refers to the most common data traffic reported in modern
hyperscale data centres. Measurements from both Microsoft and Facebook indicate that
hyperscale data centres are dominated by short packets of ∼ 256 B, propagated over 100 Gb/s
links [48,49]. Hyperscale networks are expected to remain at 100G for the near future [50]. 256
B at 100G persists for 20.48 ns, requiring a wavelength switch time of 1.02 ns.

Stardust data centre credit considers a proposed data centre fabric, Stardust, in which
data packets are chopped into fixed-sized cells, then optimally packed into longer credits for
transmission [51]. For strict dwell time requirements, here we consider a Stardust Fabric Adapter
that generates a credit every clock cycle, processed using an application specific integrated circuit
(ASIC) with 10 Tb/s bandwidth, 400G per port, and (assumed) clock frequency 1 GHz [52].
Referring to section 4.1 of [51], this Stardust Fabric Adapter has a minimum credit size of 1250
B. This credit persists for 25 ns in a 400G link, requiring a wavelength switch time of 1.25 ns.

Inter-GPU transfer references local networks of graphics processing units (GPUs) used for
machine learning and high performance computing. Discrete GPUs can be interconnected using
Infiniband over PCIe switches for transmission of up to 4 kB packets [53], however, transfer
speeds are limited just a few GB/s [54]. To improve on this, NVIDIA has introduced a 16
GPU cluster interconnected using a custom ASIC called the NVSwitch, supporting 300 GB/s of
bi-directional bandwidth to each GPU [55]. Generically, this represents a non-blocking 16-node
network with uni-directional line rates of 1.2 Tb/s/node. A 4 kB packet persists for 27.3 ns in a
1.2 Tb/s link, requiring a wavelength switch time of 1.37 ns.

Solid-state memory considers a possible future type of network traffic, where dynamic random
access memory (DRAM) can be accessed remotely by many devices in a resource disaggregated
network [56]. Today, a DRAM technology named high bandwidth memory 2 (HBM2) can be
co-integrated with a GPU to provide 180 GB/s of uni-directional traffic with a minimum transfer
size of 4 kB [57]. As an example, two HBM2 units could be co-packaged and networked using
the hybrid WTS for 8 kB packets at 2.88 Tb/s. These packets persist for 22.76 ns, requiring a
wavelength switch time of 1.14 ns.

Appendix B

The parameters used for the frequency and time domain simulations of the DS-DBR laser are
given in Table 2. Parameters used for modelling thermal effects are given in Appendix C.
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Table 2. DS-DBR laser simulation parameters, sourced from [33,39,40].

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Laser width 2 µm Front increment, ∆Ifront Imax,front/16

Laser height 0.4 µm Front max shift, λmax,front 6.8 nm

Linear recombination, A 1×10−8 s−1 Front sections, S 8

Bimolecular radiation, B 1×10−16 m3 s−1 Front comb lines, k 1

Auger rate, C 4×10−41 m6 s−1 Phase length 125 µm

Centre wavelength, λc 1550 nm Phase max, Imax,phase 5 mA

Rear length 500 µm Phase increment, ∆Iphase Imax,phase/16

Rear current max, Imax,rear 50 mA λmax,phase 0.2 nm

Rear increment, ∆Irear Imax,rear/256 Frequency increments 4096

Rear max shift, λmax,rear 6.8 nm DAC sample rate, Fs,DAC 250 MHz

Harmonics, h 5 DAC samples, Ns,DAC 32

Super Gaussian order, p 8 DAC channels, Nch 10

Rear comb lines, k 7 Oversample rate, m 16

Front length 300 µm Update scalar, µ 0.2

Front current max, Imax,front 5 mA Simulated bandwidth 8.88 THz

Appendix C

The research presented in sections 3.3 and 4 has focused on how to approach and overcome
the fundamental limits of tuneable laser reconfiguration time for application in highly dynamic
OCS systems. However, fast tuning using carrier injection can cause thermal heating within the
laser, resulting in frequency drifts of several GHz over millisecond timescales. The correction
of long term frequency drifts has been the subject of extensive research: proposed solutions
include compensatory counter-heating [58–61], gain section current correction [62], and active
feedback frequency-lock loops [63–66]. If every hybrid WTS were to be deployed along with
a simplified coherent receiver, as proposed in [7,11], the coherent receiver could be used to
(1) locally optimise the laser in-situ for few-ns switching, as performed in section 4.2, and (2)
provide fine frequency measurements and active feedback correction over long time periods. To
demonstrate this, time varying frequency drift was included within the laser model presented in
section 3.1 to emulate the presence of thermal heating. Adapting the method presented in [67],
the frequency offset over time was modelled as

∆f (dI, t) = D exp(−t/TD) + dI
[︂
E
(︂
1 − exp(−t/TE)

)︂
+ F

(︂
1 − exp(−t/TF)

)︂]︂
, (10)

where dI is the change in rear section injection current and t is the time after the switch event. The
first term of Eq. (10) describes the fast convergence of ∆F over tens of nanoseconds, achieved
through pre-emphasis optimisation. The second and third term model the subsequent frequency
drift over micro and milliseconds, respectively, and scale with the magnitude of the change in
injection current [67]. For this simulation, values of D = 20 GHz and TD = 14 ns were chosen
to match the worst-case fast switching experimental results reported in section 4.2. Values of
E = 0.148 GHz/mA, TE = 5.13 µs, F = 0.212 GHz/mA and TF = 0.204 ms were selected to
match experimental measurements of DS-DBR laser thermal frequency drift reported in [62].

The modelled frequency offset for dI = 50 mA is shown in Fig. 16(a). The laser settles on the
target frequency over the first tens of nanoseconds via the plasma effect, then increases by up
to ∼ 18 GHz over the next 10 ms via thermal effects. To correct for the drift, a simple active
locking loop can applied to the laser phase section. As a proof of principle, a normalised least
means squared (LMS) filter was implemented that measured the frequency offset and update
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the injection current applied to the laser phase section. Figure 16(b) shows the phase section
current with and without locking enabled, for a current update frequency of 5 MHz and a loop
bandwidth of 10 MHz. With locking enabled, the injection current successfully tracked the
frequency drift such that the laser frequency offset was suppressed, as shown in Fig. 16(a). Stable
locking required a loop bandwidth at least equal to the phase current update frequency; we found
an update rate of 5 MHz was appropriate for maintaining frequency offsets below 0.5 GHz.

Fig. 16. Simulation of frequency drift in a DS-DBR laser, with and without correction. (a)
Frequency offset (FO) over time. (b) Current applied to the laser phase section.

An advantage of the active locking solution presented here is that it is agnostic to the origin
of thermal drift. It could, therefore, be used not only to correct for laser self-heating, but also
cross-heating introduced by co-integrated lasers and SOAs [68]. Generally, however, the presence
of a coherent receiver at every node is not a requirement for the hybrid WTS as the pre-emphasis
values needed for few-ns reconfiguration are pre-calculated. This could be performed by the
manufacturer prior to deployment, and periodically updated within the network using shared
optical monitoring equipment. In this case, the correction of thermal frequency drift is better
achieved using an existing wavelength locking technologies based on etalon feedback [63–66].
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